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ABSTRACT

Now a day's data security is one of key issue in information security whether it is image, audio, text etc. We are sharing image files for many causes like identity information, medical diagnosis, and study on space related issues so while we do transfer images there should be some defensive security mechanism in order to stand against vulnerably attacks on image data. There exist various techniques in cryptography for encryption of images. In this paper we studied various image encryption methods and proposed a more secured Encryption with incorporating RSA algorithm in Password key generation and we have passed same key in consecutive steps of bit rotation, extended hill cipher, modified vernam cipher, modified MSA algorithm in order to improve security of password key as well as Image encryption method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Now a day's world is going towards digital media. So in general thinking it is good there will be less human efforts and more time and work potential utilization but digitalization comes with big security and vulnerability threats. In present scenario we transfer many confidential image files through digital gadgets. There can be possibility that our data will be intercepted by any unwanted personal to whom we don’t want to share our valuable data. So to avoid such circumstance encryption of image or any data file is required before sharing Security of data is an important aspect in communication and storage. Image data security can be ensured by applying encryption to the images or by using various types of image watermarking techniques. Image encryption techniques convert original digital image to encrypted image that is difficult to understand and to keeps the image confidential between users. It is important that without key no one can access the content. Image encryption has applications in online shopping, Medical diagnostics and space applications. However, the traditional cryptosystems used for text encryption is not suitable for following reasons. Digital images are usually larger in size than that of text. Therefore, the traditional system takes more time for encrypting the digital image data. Other is decrypted text must be equal to the original text. However, this requirement is not necessary for image data. Many techniques under cryptography is there to encrypt data and get back to original format. There are some terms widely used in cryptography area like cryptanalysis, cryptology and cipher data. Cryptanalysis means to decode message from non-readable to readable format. Encoded message is refer to as a cipher data. Cryptography can be broadly classified in two terms.

1. Symmetric key cryptography
2. Asymmetric key cryptography

In Symmetric key cryptography also known as private key cryptography one key is used for both purpose encryption and decryption and in asymmetric key cryptography also known as public key cryptography have two different keys for encryption and decryption respectively. In asymmetric key decryption key is private and encryption key is publically defined. So asymmetric Key cryptography is more secure compare to symmetric key cryptography. There are various techniques exist in symmetric and asymmetric cryptography for image data encryption.
II. METHODS AND MATERIAL

2.1 Image Encryption

There are many ways for image encryption like position permutation, value transformation, and visual transformation etc. In permutation, transformation and randomization we use random bit manipulation on image pixels.

In our study we consider various techniques in order to do bit manipulation in image encryption like RSA algorithm in order to generate encryption key, advance hill cipher algorithm, bit rotation and randomization, matrix transformation. Firstly Image is converted into block of bit values. Block size is decided initially. Then we will generate two public and private key using RSA algorithms. After that with help of bit rotation we shuffled bit values and we will apply involutory Matrix generated using key apply to that blocks. Next Step we will apply modify vernam cipher. Next step will be applying cyclic bit randomization and rotation. So at end we will get encrypted form of image.

2.2 Methods Use in Image Encryption

A. RSA Algorithm

We do generate two passwords one used as a public key and other as a private key. The image is encrypted using public key and the decrypted using private key at sender and receiver respectively.

Steps:

- Take two large distinct primes p and q and then form the public modulus n= pq.
- Select a public exponent e to be co-prime (i.e. no two factor should be same except 1) to (p-1)(q-1), with 1< e < (p-1)(q-1)
- The pair (e, n) is a public key.
- The private key is the unique integer 1< d < (p -1)(q – 1) such that e*d = 1 mod (p-1)(q-1). The pair (d,n) is a private key.
- Encryption:
  Split the message into sequence of blocks M1, M2, .....Mi, where each Mi satisfies 0< Mi < n then encrypt the blocks as C = E(M) = Me (mod n)
- Decryption :
  With private key d and C (ciphertext), the decryption function is:
  D(C) = Cd (mod n)

Here while we do encryption size of message remains same no matter it is plain data or cipher data. So if image is divided into n block of pixels then size of image would be 0….n-1.

B. Image Block Creation

In order to disturb the correlation among pixels and increase the entropy value, we divide the images into the horizontal row wise blocks and perform XOR of these blocks before passing the image to the encryption algorithm.

In this step, an image to be encrypted and a key is provided. The key provided consists of alphanumeric characters. In this method we will find total of ASCII Key value of key value provided then we finds sum of each ASCII value. Then we iteratively find sum of digit we get while adding until we get single digit value.

After dividing the images into sum of rows, and keeping first horizontal block as it is, and all other horizontal blocks are replaced with the result of XOR of the corresponding horizontal block with first horizontal block. i.e. each horizontal block is XOR with first horizontal block. Here first horizontal block acts as a key for XOR operation. Original image blocks can be recovered by XOR the result block again with first horizontal block.

C. Extended Hill Cipher

Generally for normal and grey scale images hill cipher and advance hill cipher is used. In Hill Cipher we requires key matrix should be irreversible.so due to this we will use involutory key matrix because involutory key matrix is self irreversible.
A is called an involutory matrix if $A = A^{-1}$.

**Algorithm**

**Step 1:** An involutory matrix of dimensions $p \times p$ is constructed by using the input key generated by RSA algorithm.

**Step 2:** Index value of each row of input image is converted into $n$-bit binary number, where $n$ is number of bits present in binary equivalent of index value of last row of input image. The resultant $n$-bit binary number will be reversed. This reversed-$n$-bit binary number is converted into its equivalent decimal number. Therefore weight of index value of each row changes and hence position of all rows of input image changes. i.e., Positions of all the rows of input image are reversed Order. Similarly, positions of all columns of input image are also rearranged in Reversed-Order.

**Step 3:** Hill Cipher technique is applied onto the Positional Manipulated image generated from Step 2 to obtain encrypted image.

**D. Bit rotation and reversal technique.**

We generate 8 bit equivalent bit binary number from image provided for encryption. Now we add the ASCII Value of each byte of the key generated using RSA algorithm. This number is used for the Bits Rotation and Reversal technique i.e., Number of bits to be rotated to left or right and reversed will be decided by the number generated by adding the ASCII Value of each byte of the password. This generated number will be then modular operated by 7 to produce the effective number (NR), according to which the bits will be rotated and reversed. Let $N$ be the number generated from the key using RSA algorithm and $N_R$ (effective number) be the number of bits to be rotated to left and reversed. The relation between $N$ and $N_R$ is represented by equation (1).

$$N_R = N \mod 3 \ldots (1)$$

Where '3' is the number of iterations required to reverse entire input byte and $N = [n_1 + n_2 + n_3 + n_4 + \ldots n_j]$, where $n_1, n_2, \ldots n_j$ is the ASCII Value of each byte of the password.

For example, $P_{in(ij)}$ is the value of a pixel of an input image.

$$[B_1, B_2, B_3, B_4, B_5, B_6, B_7, B_8]$$

is equivalent eight bit binary representation of $P_{in(ij)}$.

Example:

$$P_{in(ij)} \rightarrow [B_1, B_2, B_3, B_4, B_5, B_6, B_7, B_8]$$

If $NR = 5$, five bits of input byte are rotated left to generate resultant byte as

$$[B_6, B_7, B_8, B_1, B_2, B_3, B_4, B_5].$$

After rotation, rotated five bits i.e. $B_1, B_2, B_3, B_4, B_5$ get reversed as $B_5, B_4, B_3, B_2, B_1$, and hence we get the resultant byte as

$$[B_6, B_7, B_8, B_5, B_4, B_3, B_2, B_1].$$

This resultant byte is converted to equivalent decimal number $P_{out(i,j)}$, i.e. $[B_6, B_7, B_8, B_5, B_4, B_3, B_2, B_1] \rightarrow P_{out(i,j)}$ where $P_{out(i,j)}$ is the value of output pixel of resultant image.

Since, the weight of each pixel is responsible for its colour; the change occurred in the weight of each pixel of input image due to modify Bits Rotation & Reversal generates the encrypted image.

Note: - If $N= 3$ or multiple of 3, then $N_R=0$. In this condition, the whole byte of pixel gets reversed. After this we apply MSA randomization.

**E. Modified MSA Randomization**

MSA method [4] is basically a substitution method where we take 2 characters from any input file and then search the corresponding characters from the random key matrix and store the encrypted data in another file. MSA method provides us multiple encryptions and multiple decryptions. The key matrix (16x16) is formed from all characters (ASCII code 0 to 255) in a random order. The detailed description of the method is given in MSA [4] algorithm.
F. Modified Vernam Cipher

In this method a user has to enter a text-key, which may be at most 16 characters in length. From the text-key, the randomization number and the encryption number is calculated using a method proposed by Nath et al. [4][7]. A minor change in the text-key will change the randomization number and the encryption number quite a lot. The method have also been tested on various types of known text files and have been found that, even if there is repetition in the input file, the encrypted file contains no repetition of patterns.

G. Proposed modified key based Image Encryption algorithm using RSA.

Based on Literature study we have found password key was vulnerable to brute force attack. So we have proposed to secure password key encryption using RSA algorithm. In existing system secret key was used to share image password. We have proposed encryption of password using RSA algorithm in order to add more security in password key sharing. RSA generated password key will be used in bit rotation, Involutory key matrix and Vernam cipher algorithm. It overall improves security to brute force attack.

In this first of all image is divided into set of block consisting binary bit numbers. Then we do apply modified rotation and reversal technique in order to initial shuffling of bits. Then we will apply extended hill cipher method. Here we are using involutory matrix that is generated by key we have produced using RSA algorithm. After that we will apply Vernam Cipher method. In Modified vernam Cipher random number we are passing would be key generated using RSA algorithm. And lastly we follow Modified MSA algorithm. Here also random number will be passed from RSA algorithm generated password. The resultant image gives encrypted image of original image. As we know that it is not necessary that encrypted image data should be same as original as text data should be same. The resultant image would give encrypted form and as we have used Modified vernam cipher and MSA algorithm it is very difficult to decrypt image. Following figure shows general flow diagram.

III. CONCLUSION

Based on study of image encryption techniques we found that using bit rotation, reversal, mathematical models and matrix manipulation techniques we can encrypt images. These techniques can be very useful in medical imaging, space applications, and social media application. In existing methods we found there can be vulnerable attacks on password secret key that we are using for bit rotation and reversal, extended hill cipher. In order to improve security of image data encryption we proposed algorithm that uses password generated using RSA algorithm. So due to this modification security of password key will be increased to brute force attack. We will measure performance using parameters Normalized correlation coefficient (NCC) and correlation index.
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